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WHIZARD 3.0 
an example of “general purpose” MC event generator 
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WHIZARD 3.0

Main focus on BSM but also evolution towards 
“precision physics MC”
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Another similar general purpose MC from Dubna group this 
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KORALW and YFSWW

http://placzek.web.cern.ch/placzek/
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KORALW+YFSWW tandem
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KORALW+YFSWW tandem

Desirable upgrade:  
- EW one order higher for signal and background 
- new coherent soft photon resummation (all scales non-factorizables)
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Low angle Bhabha (BHLUMI)

http://192.245.169.66:8000/FCCeeMC/wiki/bhlumi
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Low Angle Bhabha (BHLUMI)
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Low Angle Bhabha (BHLUMI)
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TAUOLA for tau decays

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/FCC/Tauola
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TAUOLA for tau decays
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Baba Yaga MC of Pavia

https://www2.pv.infn.it/~hepcomplex/babayaga.html
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BabaYaga of Pavia

Good chance for healthy competition between upgraded BHLUMI and upgraded BabaYaga 
Especially important for the notorious problem of the  “technical precision”
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https://racoonww.hepforge.org

MC partly covered in the session: RacoonWW 
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http://192.245.169.66:8000/FCCeeMC/wiki/kkmc

MCs not covered in the session: KKMC 
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MCs not covered in the session: KKMC 

Can we control A_FB with precision 100 better than at LEP? 
Down to 0.001% level? 
The question boils down to controlling QED 
initial-final-state interference at that level. 

Not proven, but there is a fair chance!
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Collection of final remarks 
★Separation of QED and pure EW is an important issue, especially beyond 1st order 

★Order by order and/or LO->NLO->…, is done separately/independently for two sectors: 
     - resumed QED  
     - pure EW including nonsoft/noncollinear QED 
Solution is known and implemented in KKMC. 

★The above can be done consistently at any order (+resumation) in case of factorisation done at 
the amplitude level and resumation numerically within the MC generator (only!). 

★At LEP there was clear distinction between general purpose MCs like Pythia and precision MCs 
dedicated for single process and related group of observables.  
At FCCee the distinction might be more fuzzy. 

★At FCCee the role of the MC in definition and extraction or pseudo-observables and pseudo-
parameters like “MC-mass” or W or t quark or “MC sin^2(theta_W)” will be bigger than at LEP. 
More in my talk on EWPO’s tomorrow 9am.



